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(54) UV Encryption via intelligent halftoning

(57) A method for encryption of a digital watermark
by intelligent halftoning includes receiving image data
that define at least a portion of a document to be printed
in terms of at least three halftone images corresponding
respectively to three printing colorants, each of the three
halftone images comprising a plurality of halftone cells.
The image data are modified by phase-shifting some of
the halftone cells of at least one of the halftone images
relative to the other halftone images to encode a water-
mark within the portion of the document such that the at
least one phase-shifted halftone image includes a phase-
shifted region and a non-phase-shifted region. The mod-
ified image data are used to print the portion of the doc-
ument on a substrate that will fluoresce when subjected
to UV illumination. The printed portion of the document
includes a first printed pattern resulting from the phase-
shifted region and a second printed pattern resulting from
the non-phase-shifted region. The first and second pat-
terns of the printed portion of the document appear sub-
stantially similar when the portion of the document is
viewed in visible light, and appear dissimilar when the
portion of the document is viewed in UV light such that
the watermark encoded in the modified image data is
perceptible when the portion of the document is viewed
in UV light and is hidden when the portion of the document
is viewed in visible light.
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Description

[0001] Security is an important concern in the realm of
documents and digital production and/or reproduction of
same. Known digital image printing/copying systems pro-
duce documents of such high quality that a need has
been identified to prevent effective printing/copying of
certain documents such as high-value printed items in-
cluding tickets, financial instruments, security passes,
and the like. Known techniques include printing the orig-
inal document in a manner such that it includes a digital
"watermark" using only conventional paper and toner or
ink. A digital watermark is defined as information, for ex-
ample one or more letters, words, symbols or patterns,
that is at least partially (preferably fully or at least sub-
stantially) hidden in a printed image under normal viewing
conditions but that is more clearly discernable under cer-
tain specialized viewing conditions. Unauthorized repro-
duction of documents including such digital watermarks
typical degrades or obscures the digital watermark, which
can aid in detection of counterfeit documents.
[0002] A fluorescence mark is one example of a known
digital watermark. Methods and systems are known for
including fluorescence marks in printed documents using
conventional papers (e.g., ordinary "copy paper" or "print-
er paper") and ordinary inks/toners (e.g., CMYK ink/ton-
er), specifically by using metameric colorant mixtures.
Under visible lighting conditions (e.g., electromagnetic
radiation wavelengths of about 400 - 700 nanometers
(nm), the different colorant mixtures that are printed on
respective adjacent portions of the paper together define
an overall printed document region that appears substan-
tially uniform in color. Under ultraviolet (UV) lighting (e.g.,
electromagnetic radiation wavelengths shorter than
about 400nm), these different colorant mixtures exhibit
different UV absorption and, thus, different suppression
of UV fluorescence of the optical brightening agents used
in conventional printing/copying papers such that the re-
gion printed with the colorant mixture that suppresses
less of the substrate fluorescence appears as a lighter/
brighter region while the adjacent area printed with the
colorant mixture that strongly suppresses substrate flu-
orescence appears as a darker region. These contrast
variations under UV lighting are used to create watermark
patterns, e.g., numbers, letters, symbols, shapes.
[0003] An example of this is shown in FIG. 1, wherein
a colorant mixture "B" is selected and applied to patch
area BP which, in this example, is shaped as the alpha-
numeric symbol "0". Further, a colorant mixture "A" is
selected and applied to patch area AP arranged here in
substantially close spatial proximity to patch area BP,
and thereby providing a background around patch area
BP. Both colorant mixture A and colorant mixture B are
comprised of a suitably selected colorant or colorant mix-
tures, but colorant mixtures A and B are different mix-
tures. Each colorant mixture A or B may be, for example,
either a single CMYK colorant or any mixture of CMYK
colorants. In the illustrated example, colorant mixture A

will be selected so as to provide higher UV absorption
(greater substrate fluorescence suppression) than that
selected for colorant mixture B. The colorant mixtures A
and B will also be selected to match each other closely
in their average color and luminance when viewed under
visible light conditions. As shown at UV in FIG. 1, under
UV lighting conditions, patch BP will appear brighter as
compared to patch AP, due to the relatively limited sup-
pression of the fluorescence of the optical brightening
agents in the paper substrate as compared to the patch
AP, thus forming a watermark W1. In contrast, under vis-
ible light conditions as shown at VIS, patches AP,BP are
at least substantially indistinguishable. By way of exam-
ple, an approximate 50% gray color may be realized with
a halftone of black (K) colorant only and used for colorant
mixture B to print patch BP. This may then be color-
matched against a colorant mixture comprising yellow
(Y), cyan (C), and magenta (M) that yield a similar ap-
proximate 50% gray color, A which is used to print the
patch AP. In general, colorant mixture A will cover more
of the paper, thus providing much higher suppression of
native substrate fluorescence as compared to the patch
BP, so that under UV lighting conditions, the patch BP
will be readily apparent as a watermark W1. The two
colorant mixtures will appear quite nearly identical "gray"
under normal visible light viewing as shown at VIS in FIG.
1. Thus, when a document including such a fluorescence
mark is subjected to UV illumination, the watermark W1
is revealed. A printed "look-alike" document or mere pho-
tocopy will not properly reproduce the watermark.
[0004] As noted, a correlation mark is another known
watermarking technique. By way of example, as shown
in FIG. 2, a checkerboard halftone pattern HP is printed
on paper by a regular 45-degree cluster halftone screen
and has 13 columns of halftone cells. Another checker-
board halftone pattern HP’ covering an equal spatial area
overall is printed on paper by a halftone screen having
four slightly stretched columns C5-C8 in the middle sec-
tion, such that the halftone pattern HP’ has only 12 col-
umns over the same spatial width as the pattern HP. The
patterns HP and HP’ are perceived as the same gray
level to a human observer and the phase shift is substan-
tially hidden under normal image viewing conditions. In
the pattern HP’, due to the pitch difference between the
regular columns C1-C4,C9-C12 and the slightly
stretched columns C5-C8, the phase, which represents
the transition between white and black, has changed from
"in phase" with the pattern HP, (0 radian phase shift), for
columns C1-C4, to "opposite phase" (π radian phase
shift) for columns C9-C12, with varying, increasing phase
shift for the stretched columns C5-C8. If a transparency
key K is printed with the halftone pattern HP and overlaid
with the paper-printed halftone pattern HP as shown at
K+HP, the result is unchanged relative to the original
printed pattern HP because the key K and printed pattern
can be registered, solid-on-solid, blank-on-blank. In con-
trast, when the key K is overlaid with the phase-shifted
pattern HP’ as shown at K+HP’, the original printed
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checkerboard pattern HP’ gradually disappears in pro-
portion to the phase difference between the pattern HP’
and the key K moving from left to right in the image, until
the checkerboard pattern HP’ is completely black (or oth-
er solid color) where the pattern HP’ and key K are op-
posite phase. The average reflectance is higher in the
registered regions C1-C4 and lower in the partially
phase-shifted regions C5-C8 and still lower in the oppo-
site phase regions C9-C12. Therefore, if a portion of an
image is encoded with π radian phase-shifted halftone
cells and immediately surrounding these π radian phase-
shifted halftone cells are halftone cells that are 0 radian
phase-shifted, by overlapping a checkerboard pattern
transparency key of the same spatial frequency, a high
contrast watermark W2 can be defined by the low reflect-
ance areas where the key and halftone pattern are out
of phase (conversely, a watermark can be defined by the
high reflectance areas where the key and printed docu-
ment are in phase). Accordingly, a document can be print-
ed in this manner to include a watermark that is com-
pletely or at least substantially undetectable until a cor-
responding transparency key is overlaid to reveal the
phase-shifted halftone regions.
[0005] While both fluorescence marks and correlation
marks are highly effective, a need has been identified for
a watermark that is less apparent under ambient lighting
conditions and more apparent during a security check of
the document, without requiring use of a separate trans-
parency overlay key. Accordingly, the present develop-
ment combines principles of fluorescence marks and cor-
relation marks to achieve these goals as disclosed below.
[0006] In accordance with one aspect of the present
development, a method for encryption of a digital water-
mark by intelligent halftoning includes receiving image
data that define at least a portion of a document to be
printed in terms of at least three halftone images corre-
sponding respectively to three printing colorants, each
of the three halftone images comprising a plurality of half-
tone cells. The image data are modified by phase-shifting
some of the halftone cells of at least one of the halftone
images relative to the other halftone images to encode
a watermark within the portion of the document such that
the at least one halftone image includes a phase-shifted
region and a non-phase-shifted region. The modified im-
age data are used to print the portion of the document
on a substrate that will fluoresce when subjected to UV
illumination. The printed portion of the document includes
a first printed pattern resulting from the phase-shifted re-
gion and a second printed pattern resulting from the non-
phase-shifted region. The first and second patterns of
the printed portion of the document appear substantially
similar when the portion of the document is viewed in
visible light, and appear dissimilar when the portion of
the document is viewed in UV light such that the water-
mark encoded in the modified image data is perceptible
when the portion of the document is viewed in UV light
and is hidden when the portion of the document is viewed
in visible light.

[0007] In accordance with another aspect of the
present development, a system for printing a document
with a watermark includes means for receiving image
data that define at least a portion of a document to be
printed in terms of at least three halftone images corre-
sponding respectively to three printing colorants, each
of the three halftone images comprising a plurality of half-
tone cells. The system also includes means for modifying
the image data by phase-shifting some of the halftone
cells of at least one of the halftone images relative to the
other halftone images to encode a watermark within the
portion of the document, such that the at least one phase-
shifted halftone image includes a phase-shifted region
and a non-phase-shifted region. The system further in-
cludes means for printing the portion of the document on
a substrate that will fluoresce when subjected to UV illu-
mination according to the modified image data, wherein
printed portion of the document includes a first printed
pattern resulting from the phase-shifted region and a sec-
ond printed pattern resulting from the non-phase-shifted
region, and wherein the first and second patterns of the
printed portion of the document appear substantially sim-
ilar when the portion of the document is viewed in visible
light, and appear dissimilar when the portion of the doc-
ument is viewed in UV light such that the watermark en-
coded in the modified image data is perceptible when the
portion of the document is viewed in UV light and is hidden
when the document is viewed in visible light.
[0008] In accordance with another aspect of the
present development, a printed color document includes
three or more colorants printed on a substrate that will
fluoresce when subjected to UV illumination. One of the
colorants is rendered with a phase-shifted halftone in se-
lected regions that encode a watermark and the other
colorants are rendered with halftones that serve as a dis-
tracting pattern obscuring the visibility of the phase shift-
ed regions with respect to the non-phase-shifted regions
under visible light conditions, but allowing the phase shift-
ed regions to be visibly distinguished from the non-
phase-shifted regions when the printed document is sub-
jected to UV light.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 (prior art) diagrammatically discloses the in-
clusion of a fluorescence mark in a printed docu-
ment;
FIG. 2 (prior art) diagrammatically discloses the in-
clusion of a correlation mark in a printed document;
FIG. 3 discloses a system for implementing a method
in accordance with the present development;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart that discloses UV encryption
via intelligent halftoning in accordance with the
present development;
FIG. 5A diagrammatically illustrates a document in-
cluding a watermark produced according to the
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present development;
FIG. 5B shows the document of FIG. 5A as it appears
to a human observer when subjected to visible light;
FIG. 5C shows the document of FIG. 5A as it appears
to a human observer when subjected to UV light;
FIG. 6 illustrates a document produced in accord-
ance with the present development and a process
for decoding same to reveal its digital watermark;
FIG. 7 illustrates a two colorant non-uniform rosette
pattern;
FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate single colorant (e.g., yel-
low) halftone images that are π radians phase-shifted
relative to each other,
FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate the rosette pattern of FIG.
7 combined with the halftone images of FIGS. 8A
and 8B, respectively, as viewed in visible light;
FIGS. 10A and 10B illustrate the rosette pattern of
FIG. 7 combined with the halftone images of FIGS.
9A and 9B, respectively, as viewed in UV light.

[0010] The system and/or method in accordance with
the present development is/are preferably implemented
in a printing system such as any commercially available
multi-colorant ("color") printer, which can be provided as
part of a printing and/or reproduction apparatus. Typical-
ly, the printer implements a CMYK color space and in-
cludes a xerographic printer engine although the present
development is applicable to other printing methods such
as ink-jet. FIG. 3 illustrates one example of an apparatus
for implementing a method in accordance with the
present development. The apparatus 10 comprises an
image processing unit (IPU) 14 for carrying out the digital
image processing operations disclosed herein. The IPU
14 is defined by electronic circuitry and/or software that
is dedicated to digital image processing and/or can com-
prise a general purpose computer programmed to imple-
ment the image processing operations disclosed herein.
The IPU 14 is adapted to receive image data from a
source such as a scanner 16a, computer 16b (e.g., a
digital front-end (DFE)), and/or data storage 16c or an-
other source that is part of the apparatus 10 and/or that
is operably connected to the IPU 14 through a network
or other means. The apparatus 10 comprises an image
output or printing unit 20 including a xerographic, ink-jet,
or other print engine 22 for printing the image data on
paper, a transparency, or another recording medium us-
ing toner and/or ink as is known in the art, using the CMYK
or other multi-colorant color space 24. The printer unit
20 further comprises a printed output station 26 for phys-
ical output of the final printed product such as printed
paper, transparencies or other recording media sheets.
Examples of suitable commercially available systems 10
include, but are not limited to, the Phaser™, WorkCen-
tre™, DocuColor™, and iGen3™ printing / copying / digital
press systems available from Xerox Corporation.
[0011] FIG. 4 discloses UV encryption via intelligent
halftoning in accordance with the present development,
using the system of FIG. 3 or the like. As is generally

known in the art, an electronic digital image document D
to be printed at the image printing unit 20 comprises mul-
tiple monochromatic binary images or separations such
as the illustrated cyan C, magenta M, yellow Y, and black
K separations (the black separation K is optional for im-
plementing the present development and thus is shown
in broken lines and not further discussed). As shown at
S1, a watermark W to be encoded in the digital image
document I is selected and input to the IPU 14. The se-
lected watermark must be or be converted to a low-fre-
quency watermark, e.g., a slowly varying pattern or sym-
bol encompassing multiple halftone cells, because the
present development relies only on phase shifts in one
of the halftone separations to encode the watermark, and
such a method cannot be used to encode fine lines or
like high-frequency data. In the preferred embodiment,
the yellow separation Y is chosen for phase-shifting. The
binary image defining the yellow separation Y of the elec-
tronic image document I is thus input to the IPU 14. In
one example, the watermark W is selected and input to
the IPU 14 as a text string of one or more characters,
and the IPU converts the text string to a low-frequency
binary image suitable for being encoded in the digital
image document I.
[0012] In the IPU 14, the selected watermark W is en-
coded as shown at S2 in only the yellow separation Y of
the digital image document I to define a new yellow sep-
aration Y’, i.e., Y’ = Y + W. In particular, the halftone cells
of the yellow separation Y are modified such the halftone
cells located to coincide spatially with the selected low-
frequency watermark W are shifted in phase by a certain
amount, while the remainder of the halftone cells of the
yellow separation are shifted in phase by a different
amount. In one example, the halftone cells of the yellow
separation Y that are located to coincide spatially with
the selected low-frequency watermark W are defined in
the modified yellow separation Y’ using non phase-shift-
ed (i.e., 0 radian phase-shifted) halftone cells, while the
remainder of the halftone cells of the yellow separation
Y are defined in the modified yellow separation Y’ to be
opposite phase, i.e., π radian phase-shifted. The non-
yellow C,M, and optional K separations of the color image
document I are not altered as part of the watermark en-
coding process.
[0013] The selected watermark is encoded in a con-
stant color region (i.e., fixed contone digital input region)
of the digital image document I, which could be the entire
spatial extent of the digital image document or only a
band or other portion thereof. In one example, a 50%
digital input level for the cyan C, magenta M, and yellow
Y separations is used, but other digital input levels are
contemplated and fall within the scope of the present
development, provided they result in output of a printed
constant color region.
[0014] As shown at S3, the watermarked image I’ com-
prises the separations CMY’ and is then printed as a doc-
ument D as shown at S4 in a conventional manner using
the image printing unit 20, i.e., using the separation data
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CMY’ and corresponding CMY inks/toners on conven-
tional printing/copying paper or another substrate that
includes optical brightening agents that fluoresce under
UV illumination, where only the yellow separation Y’ in-
cludes the phase-shift encoded watermark and is printed
with such phase shifts.
[0015] Although the present development is described
in FIG. 4 and elsewhere herein as being implemented
using cyan C, magenta, M and yellow Y printer colorants,
those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the
development can be implemented using other combina-
tions of three of more printer colorants, where two or more
of the colorants are used to print a distracting pattern that
obscures phase shifts in the third colorant under visible
light conditions, but that allows the phase shifts in the
third colorant to be perceived when the printed document
is subjected to UV light. Yellow is one preferred color for
the third colorant, but other colorants that exhibit low con-
trast in visible light but high contrast in UV light can be
used for the third colorant, e.g., orange or light magenta.
[0016] The printing operation S4 is implemented using
known halftoning techniques. For example, halftone
screen rotation angles that will produce halftone rosettes
as are generally known in the art. For example, the cyan
C, magenta M, and yellow Y screen angles are 15, 75,
and 45 degrees, respectively, with all screen frequencies
being set equal, e.g., at 35.4 lines per inch. As such, the
magenta screen angle is 60 degrees from the cyan
screen angle, and the yellow screen angle is 30 degrees
from the cyan screen angle. These settings will result in
the cyan C and magenta M colorants defining a 2-colorant
rosette pattern at 45 degrees and 35.4 lines per inch (the
yellow colorant Y is also present in the rosette pattern
but is obscured by the dominant 2-coloarant cyan and
magenta rosette pattern). There will be no low frequency
3-colorant moiré since the individual frequency vectors
sum to zero.
[0017] FIG. 5A diagrammatically illustrates a constant
color watermark region G of the printed digital image doc-
ument D that comprises a watermark encoded via intel-
ligent halftoning (i.e., phase shifts in only the yellow sep-
aration) as described above. The region G is defined by
a group of halftone rosettes RT comprising cyan, magen-
ta, and yellow halftone dots CD,MD,YD printed according
to the separation data C,M,Y’ (for ease of illustration, the
rosettes RT are shown arranged in a uniform pattern, but
those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that rosettes
RT can also be arranged in a non-uniform pattern that is
not periodic or described by a fixed spatial frequency.
Because the yellow separation Y’ includes both phase-
shifted and non-phase shifted halftone cells, the spatial
location of the corresponding yellow halftone dots YD of
the watermarked image region G vary relative to the cyan
and magenta dots CD,MD depending upon which ro-
settes RT are considered. In particular, the π radian
phase-shifted regions of the yellow separation Y’ result
in the corresponding yellow halftone dots YD being offset
relative to the cyan and magenta dots CD,MD in the ro-

sette resulting in a dot-centered rosette DC, with a yellow
halftone dot YD being located fully or substantially in the
center of the rosette DC, surrounded by cyan and ma-
genta halftone dots CD,MD and other phase-shifted yel-
low halftone dots YD. Conversely, the 0 radian phase-
shifted regions of the yellow separation Y’ result in the
corresponding yellow halftone dots being in phase with
the cyan and magenta halftone dots CD,MD so that the
corresponding rosettes are clear-centered rosettes CC
in which the cyan, magenta, and yellow halftone dots CD,
MD,YD are all located in phase with each other so as to
leave the rosette center open. The total ink/toner cover-
age on the paper substrate for phase-shifted (dot-cen-
tered) rosette DC is greater than a corresponding non
phase-shifted (clear-centered) rosette CC, given that the
yellow dots YD of the phase-shifted rosettes are located
in areas of the paper or other substrate that would oth-
erwise be at least partially uncovered with ink/toner.
[0018] Referring now to FIG. 5B, the region G of the
document D is shown as it will appear under visible light
VIS to a human observer. In particular, the cyan and ma-
genta halftone dots CD,MD result in a high-frequency 2
colorant moiré pattern M that at least substantially or
completely obscures the watermark W encoded by the
yellow halftone dots YD, due to the relatively low contrast
and visibility of the yellow halftone dots YD as compared
to the moiré pattern M.
[0019] The same region G is shown in FIG. 5C as it
will appear to a human observer under UV illumination,
where the yellow halftone dots YD suppress substrate
fluorescence and appear dark or black, together with the
cyan and magenta halftone dots CD,MD that also appear
dark or black. As such, phase-shifted (dot-centered) ro-
settes DC appear more dense and darker as compared
to the non phase-shifted (clear-centered). The phase-
shifted halftone cells of the yellow separation Y’ corre-
spond to the darker areas of the printed constant color
region G, while the non phase-shifted halftone cells of
the yellow separation Y’ correspond to the lighter/brighter
areas of the printed constant color region G so as to re-
veal the watermark W (a capital "T" in the illustrated ex-
ample) due to substrate fluorescence. The yellow half-
tone dots YD that are out-of-phase relative to the cyan
and magenta halftone dots CD,MD provide additive sub-
strate coverage and, thus, greater UV fluorescence sup-
pression as compared to yellow halftone dots YD that
are in-phase relative to the cyan and magenta halftone
dots CD,MD. The substrate coverage of the in-phase yel-
low halftone dots YD is partially redundant to the already
present cyan and magenta halftone dots CD,MD.
[0020] In FIG. 6, a document D’ is printed using the
original C,M,Y separation data I of FIG. 4, while the doc-
ument D is printed with a digital watermark W encoded
by intelligent halftoning in accordance with the present
development using the separation data CMY’. It can be
seen that the documents D and D’ will appear in visible
light VIS to be at least substantially identical. When sub-
jected to UV illumination, however, the documents D and
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D’ appear very different, with the watermark W of the
document D being revealed.
[0021] As noted above, the example shown in FIGS.
5A-5C should not be used to limit the present develop-
ment to use of a uniform rosette moiré pattern M to con-
ceal the phase-shift encoded watermark W. An alterna-
tive distracting pattern can be provided by a non-uniform
rosette pattern or a stochastic pattern. FIG. 7 illustrates
a two colorant non-uniform rosette pattern M’ defined by
e.g., cyan and magenta ink/toner halftone dots CD,MD.
FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate single colorant (e.g., yellow)
halftone images Y1,Y2 defined by yellow ink/toner half-
tone dots YD. The halftone images of FIGS. 8A and 8B
provide the same overall gray level but the halftone dots
YD of the images Y1,Y2 are π radians phase-shifted rel-
ative to each other. As described above, such phase-
shifting (within a single halftone image) is used to encode
a watermark in the halftone image. FIGS. 9A and 9B re-
spectively illustrate printed documents A and B wherein
the distracting rosette pattern M’ of FIG. 7 combined with
the halftone images Y1,Y2 of FIGS. 8A and 8B, respec-
tively, as viewed in visible light. In visible light, it is difficult
to discern any difference in the overall appearance of the
printed documents A and B of FIGS. 8A and 8B due to
the combination of the low contrast of the yellow halftone
images and the distracting two-colorant non-uniform ro-
sette pattern M’. Under UV light, however, as represented
at FIGS. 10A and 10B, it becomes apparent that the print-
ed document B includes greater substrate coverage and,
thus, greater suppression of substrate fluorescence so
as to appear darker than printed document A.

Claims

1. A method for encryption of a digital watermark by
intelligent halftoning, said method comprising:

receiving image data that define at least a por-
tion of a document to be printed in terms of at
least three halftone images corresponding re-
spectively to three printing colorants, each of
said three halftone images comprising a plurality
of halftone cells;
modifying said image data by phase-shifting
some of the halftone cells of at least one of said
halftone images relative to the other halftone im-
ages to encode a watermark within said portion
of said document, such that said at least one
halftone image includes a phase-shifted region
and a non-phase-shifted region;
using said modified image data to print said por-
tion of said document on a substrate that will
fluoresce when subjected to UV illumination,
wherein said printed portion of said document
includes a first printed pattern resulting from the
phase-shifted region and a second printed pat-
tern resulting from the non-phase-shifted region;

wherein said first and second patterns of said printed
portion of said document appear substantially similar
when said portion of said document is viewed in vis-
ible light, and appear dissimilar when said portion of
said document is viewed in UV light such that said
watermark encoded in said modified image data is
perceptible when said portion of said document is
viewed in UV light and is hidden when said portion
of said document is viewed in visible light.

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein one of
said at least three halftone images is a yellow half-
tone image corresponding to a yellow printing color-
ant, and wherein said phase-shifting step comprises
phase-shifting some of the halftone cells of said yel-
low halftone image to define a selectively phase-
shifted yellow halftone image.

3. The method as set forth in claim 2, wherein said step
of phase-shifting some of the halftone cells of said
yellow halftone image comprises shifting some of
the halftone cells of said yellow halftone image by π
radians relative to other halftone cells of said yellow
halftone image.

4. The method as set forth in claim 2 or claim 3, wherein
said at least three halftone images comprise said
selectively phase-shifted yellow halftone image, a
cyan halftone image and a magenta halftone image
corresponding respectively to yellow, cyan and ma-
genta printing colorants.

5. The method as set forth in any of the preceding
claims, wherein said first and second printed pat-
terns of said printed portion of said document com-
prise first and second rosette patterns, wherein pref-
erably one of said first and second rosette patterns
is clear-centered and the other of said rosette pat-
terns is dot-centered.

6. The method as set forth in claim 4, wherein:

a clear-centered rosette is printed for each oc-
currence of a halftone cell of said phase-shifted
yellow halftone image being in-phase with spa-
tially corresponding halftone cells of said cyan
and magenta halftone images; and,
a dot-centered rosette is printed for each occur-
rence of a halftone cell of said phase-shifted yel-
low halftone image being opposite phase with
respect to spatially corresponding halftone cells
of said cyan and magenta halftone images.

7. The method as set forth in claim 5, wherein said cyan
and magenta halftone dots of said clear-centered
and dot-centered rosettes define a moiré pattern that
obscures phase-shifts said yellow halftone dots
when said portion of said document is viewed in vis-
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8. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein said por-
tion of said document is a constant color region
wherein said at least three halftone images each rep-
resent only a single digital input color level for said
entire constant color region.

9. The method as set forth in claim 4, wherein said cyan
halftone image, said magenta halftone image, and
said selectively phase-shifted yellow halftone image
are printed at first, second, and third screen rotation
angles, respectively, to define said rosettes, wherein
said second rotation angle is 60 degrees from said
first rotation angle and said third rotation angle is 30
degrees from said first rotation angle.

10. A system for printing a document with a watermark,
said system comprising:

means for receiving image data that define at
least a portion of a document to be printed in
terms of at least three halftone images corre-
sponding respectively to three printing color-
ants, each of said three halftone images com-
prising a plurality of halftone cells;
means for modifying said image data by phase-
shifting some of the halftone cells of at least one
of said halftone images relative to the other half-
tone images to encode a watermark within said
portion of said document, such that said at least
one phase-shifted halftone image includes a
phase-shifted region and a non-phase-shifted
region;
means for printing said portion of said document
on a substrate that will fluoresce when subjected
to UV illumination according to said modified im-
age data, wherein said printed portion of said
document includes a first printed pattern result-
ing from the phase-shifted region and a second
printed pattern resulting from the non-phase-
shifted region, and wherein said first and second
patterns of said printed portion of said document
appear substantially similar when said portion
of said document is viewed in visible light, and
appear dissimilar when said portion of said doc-
ument is viewed in UV light such that said wa-
termark encoded in said modified image data is
perceptible when said portion of said document
is viewed in UV light and is hidden when said
portion of said document is viewed in visible
light.

11. A printed color document comprising three or more
colorants printed on a substrate that will fluoresce
when subjected to UV illumination, wherein one of
the colorants is rendered with a phase-shifted half-
tone in selected regions that encode a watermark

and the other colorants are rendered with halftones
that serve as a distracting pattern obscuring the vis-
ibility of the phase-shifted regions with respect to the
non-phase-shifted regions under visible light condi-
tions, but allowing the phase-shifted regions to be
visibly distinguished from the non-phase-shifted re-
gions when the printed document is viewed under
UV light.

12. The printed color document as set forth in claim 11,
wherein the color document comprises at least cyan,
magenta, and yellow colorants, wherein the water-
mark is encoded as halftone phase shifts in the yel-
low colorant and the distracting pattern is defined by
the halftones used for the cyan and magenta color-
ants.

13. A computer program product carrying code which
when implemented on a computer causes the com-
puter to perform a method according to any of claims
1 to 9.
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